
Friends, Rivals, and Foes: Who Shaped the
Virgin Queen
The reign of Queen Elizabeth I, also known as the Virgin Queen, was a golden
era for England. She was a remarkable ruler who navigated the tricky political
landscape with finesse and strength. Behind her success, however, were a
fascinating cast of characters who played pivotal roles in shaping her reign. From
loyal friends to cunning rivals and formidable foes, these individuals held
immense influence over the destiny of the Virgin Queen.

FRIENDS: LOYAL ALLIES AND CONFIDANTS

One of Elizabeth's closest friends was her trusted advisor, Sir William Cecil. Cecil
was a skilled politician and statesman who helped the queen navigate the
complex web of international relations and domestic politics. His counsel and
unwavering loyalty were invaluable to Elizabeth during her reign.

Another influential friend in Elizabeth's life was Sir Francis Drake. Drake was a
renowned explorer and naval commander who undertook daring voyages to
expand England's colonial efforts. Drake's friendship and support provided
Elizabeth with a strong naval force that could defend England and secure its
mercantile interests.
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Moreover, Robert Dudley, the Earl of Leicester, held a special place in Elizabeth's
heart. The two shared a deep bond and rumors of a romantic relationship
between them were never far away. Although their relationship remained platonic,
Dudley's unwavering support and influence over the queen were undisputed.

RIVALS: AMBITIOUS INDIVIDUALS VYING FOR POWER

While Elizabeth had loyal friends, her reign was also marked by ambitious rivals
who sought to undermine her authority and seize the throne for themselves. One
of the most prominent rivals was Mary, Queen of Scots. As Elizabeth's cousin and
a claimant to the English throne, Mary posed a constant threat to the Virgin
Queen's reign. The intense rivalry between the two queens shaped much of the
political landscape of the time.

Another influential rival was Robert Devereux, the Earl of Essex. Devereux was a
charismatic and ambitious nobleman who enjoyed the favor of the queen.
However, his discontent with Elizabeth's policies ultimately led to a failed rebellion
against her, resulting in his execution. The clash between Elizabeth and
Devereux highlighted the dangers of crossing the Virgin Queen.

Furthermore, Francis Bacon, a brilliant philosopher and statesman, was a rival to
Elizabeth due to his unwavering pursuit of scientific knowledge and
enlightenment. Bacon's ideas and philosophical contributions challenged the
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conservative and traditional mindset of the era, which occasionally put him at
odds with the queen.

FOES: THREATS TO THE QUEEN'S REIGN

Elizabeth faced numerous external threats during her reign, including the mighty
Spanish Armada led by King Philip II of Spain. The Spanish Armada aimed to
invade England and dethrone Elizabeth, who was seen as a heretic in the eyes of
the Catholic Church. The ongoing conflict with Spain posed a significant threat to
the Virgin Queen's rule but ultimately showcased her astute leadership and the
resilience of England.

The queen also faced internal threats from religious radicals, such as the Jesuits
who sought to convert England back to Catholicism. Elizabeth's establishment of
the Church of England further polarized these factions, resulting in a tumultuous
religious landscape that constantly tested the queen's grip on power.

The reign of the Virgin Queen Elizabeth I was shaped by a multitude of
individuals who played varying roles in her life. From loyal friends who supported
her through thick and thin to ambitious rivals vying for power, and formidable foes
threatening her reign, these characters were instrumental in shaping the destiny
of one of England's most iconic monarchs.

As we delve into the fascinating intricacies of Elizabethan era politics and the
captivating individuals who contributed to the shaping of the Virgin Queen, we
discover a tapestry of loyalties, betrayals, and triumphs that form an integral part
of England's rich history.
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A source of endless fascination and speculation, the subject of countless
biographies, novels, and films, Elizabeth I is now considered from a thrilling new
angle by the brilliant young historian Tracy Borman. So often viewed in her
relationships with men, the Virgin Queen is portrayed here as the product of
women—the mother she lost so tragically, the female subjects who worshipped
her, and the peers and intimates who loved, raised, challenged, and sometimes
opposed her.

In vivid detail, Borman presents Elizabeth’s bewitching mother, Anne Boleyn,
eager to nurture her new child, only to see her taken away and her own life
destroyed by damning allegations—which taught Elizabeth never to mix politics
and love. Kat Astley, the governess who attended and taught Elizabeth for almost
thirty years, invited disaster by encouraging her charge into a dangerous liaison
after Henry VIII’s death. Mary Tudor—“Bloody Mary”—envied her younger sister’s
popularity and threatened to destroy her altogether. And animosity drove
Elizabeth and her cousin Mary Queen of Scots into an intense thirty-year rivalry
that could end only in death.

Elizabeth’s Women contains more than an indelible cast of characters. It is an
unprecedented account of how the public posture of femininity figured into the
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English court, the meaning of costume and display, the power of fecundity and
flirtation, and how Elizabeth herself—long viewed as the embodiment of feminism
—shared popular views of female inferiority and scorned and schemed against
her underlings’ marriages and pregnancies.

Brilliantly researched and elegantly written, Elizabeth’s Women is a unique take
on history’s most captivating queen and the dazzling court that surrounded her.
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